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Excelsus Genetics Bonsmara Harvest Yields our Best Crop Ever 

The last four years have seen a huge concerted effort to improve the Excelsus 
Bonsmara herd. Weakness highlighted was the lack of genuine stud bulls to im-
prove the existing cow herd drastically and the lack of second tier or back up bulls 
should injury or mishap occur to the main bull battery. We also identified a huge 
problem in the lack of genuine Bullen Moeders and stud cows to further the herd. 
This resulted in many forays into well known herds and their sales to try and ac-
quire the necessary genetics with a limited budget. The result is truly satisfying and 
the best result of our efforts were all the friends made and the hospitality and will-
ing knowledge sharing of the Bonsmara community.   
The first phase was to purchase a real top notch stud sire capable of having a huge 
impact in our herd and this bull came from our good friend Kit Tompson’s Rutland 
Bonsmaras. FCT0282  has revolutionised our herd breeding both top sale bulls and 
beautiful heifers. He breeds them red, glossy quality, muscled and the perfect Excel-
sus Bonsmara type. We further brought in a herd of golden oldies as they are affec-
tionately known from Rutland Bonsmaras to add to females purchased at Danie 
Nolte’s dispersal Sale, Females from Frikkie Kruger and a beautiful polled cow 
from Gawie Pretorius made up the acquisitions.  
We also brought in a whole lot of base cows to use in an upgrade program and these 
were passed under the strictest instruction to bring in only high quality. We im-
ported a young stud sire from Hans Delog from Namibia and used this bull on our 
base females and also on a few heifers. Two polled bulls were purchased from Wil-
lie Snyman of Jacusta and used also primarily in the base female herds.  
A second FCT bull was also used for a season and has produced some top calves. 
Bulls from Gawie Pretorious and Danie Nolte also helped in the heifer herds and we 
borrowed a bull from Op Die Aarde Bonsmaras.  
These bulls have taken our herd to a whole new level and the trick will now be to 
further improve on their good work. We have used the off season to reflect a con-
template the future and have been busy in the transfer market. LTS06104, 
DNT0822, EXL07100  and the old Namibian stalwart HBD0457 make way for 
younger and newer genetics.  They have bred us out of a hole and are young enough 
to help a new herd improve their quality. FCT0282 and his cohorts have ensued the 
best crop of sale bulls that Excelsus has yet fielded on our sales. Our sale bulls are 
further strengthened by the presence of the proven stud sire LTS06104 that sells 
with two bulls that we used in our programs last year, Danie Noltes DNT0822 and 
EXL07100. We also offer a smattering of FCT 2008 bulls that came with the 
Golden Oldie cows from Rutland Farms and five Bulls from Rekama Stud of Jan 
Du Toit 
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Its Harvest Time at Excelsus! 

Special points of interest: 
LTS06104 was bred out of the 

well known Leitorus Bonsmara 
herd of Gawie Pretorious. 

Leitorus herd is one of the most 
fertile herds in the country 

Excelsus has used LTS06104 in 
our heifer herds for two seasons 

LTS06104 is medium framed, 
shows lots of capacity and re-
tains his condition well. He is 
also the quickest fat of all the 
bulls. Proven Stud Sire LTS06104 Sells 

DNT0822 is a top quality bull 
that shows masculinity, adel, 
has great hair quality and is 
structurally very correct.  
 
Frans van den Berg rated the 
bull highly at there farm visit 
this year confirming our own 
thoughts on the bull.  
 
DNT0822 is bred from the 
beautiful cow DNT039 that has 
two beautiful heifers in our herd 

DNT0822 
Catalogue and Additional Information at www.excelsuslandgoed.co.za 
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Special points of interest: 

● FCT0282 has been used at 
Genepoel Bonsmara, Rut-
land Bonsmaras and at 
Excelsus 

● EXL07100 has been used 
in our first calver Group 

● FCT0282 sons are safe on 
heifers and will produce 
fine daughters that have a 
lot of milk. 

● FCT0282 produces right 
type, well muscled bulls 
and heifers that are dark 
red, glossy coated and 
have good constitution. 

Catalogue and Additional Information at www.excelsuslandgoed.co.za 
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FCT0282 Ensures a Fine Harvest 
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Excelsus Prepares for the Planting Season 

One of the most exciting times in a stud farm-
ing enterprise is the careful selection of the top 
sire group that must furnish our stud with the 
next generation. Our selection team has spent 
many fruitful hours pouring over these hot bulls 
and their individual strengths and weaknesses. 
Our previous seasons have produced the best 
sale bull crop yet and now we must improve it 
further. One of our major weaknesses was 
growth especially at weaning age and one of 
our strengths is plenty of milk in our females. 
Our main stud sire FCT0282 will now be 
moved to our Base herd to improve the overall quality there and bring in a lot of 
milk into that herd. His huge boots are filled in by his son  EXL0769. This fan-
tastic bull has awesome ebv’s and is the maternal brother to EXL0439 that is 
doing duty at Aurther De Villiars and Paul Mare. Bulls with good to excellent 
wean and growth figures have also been brought in in the form of WAT08305 
(extreme growth) VV08184 ( Top Figures) and PAD08146 (Top Figures). These 
bulls are from studs that we admire and will hopefully breed the Excelsus 
Bonsmara type. We are also blooding two youngsters in EXL0928 (Good wean 
Data) and EXL09128 (PS) for our heifer herds. 

FCT0282 

EXL0769 

WAT08305 VV08184 PAD08146 

EXL0928 EXL09128

Beef Booster Sires will produce Beef Booster Calves! 

Additional Information and Catalogue at www.excelsuslandgoed.co.za 


